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  ABSTRACT 

The Distributed Communications Management is a web-based system, designed for Pro-pest Co. ltd, which 

gives information relating to the clients and dealers of the company with respect to its pesticides product 

launches. This product develops a system that can be used by the company management to keep track of the 

sales, dealers and its clients. In the existing method of tracking all the details are tedious and time consuming. 

Any product survey and launching of the area carried out manually by representatives, which is a time taking 

task. It fulfills different requirements of management, client and dealers of the company. The specific purpose 

of the system is to automate the communication between the management, clients and the dealers of the 

organization. The key entities of this system are the company management / administration department, 

employees, dealers and clients. The activities relating to this system are listing of various dealers of the 

company, its branches, its clients and providing expertise suggestions on the usage of the product, update 

product, providing instructions to the dealers and many additional tasks which supplement the above 

functions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In general, software engineers distinguish software faults from software failures. In case of a failure, the 

software does not do what the user expects. A fault is a programming error that may or may not actually 

manifest as a failure. A fault can also be described as an error in the correctness of the semantic of a computer 

program. A fault will become a failure if the exact computation conditions are met, one of them being that the 

faulty portion of computer software executes on the CPU. A fault can also turn into a failure when the software 

is ported to a different hardware platform or a different compiler, or when the software gets extended. 

Software testing is the technical investigation of the product under test to provide stakeholders with quality 

related information. 

Regardless of the methods used or level of formality involved the desired result of testing is a level of 

confidence in the software so that the organization is confident that the software has an acceptable defect rate. 

What constitutes an acceptable defect rate depends on the nature of the software. An arcade video game 

designed to simulate flying an airplane would presumably have a much higher tolerance for defects than 

software used to control an actual airliner. 

A problem with software testing is that the number of defects in a software product can be very large, and the 

number of configurations of the product larger still. Bugs that occur infrequently are difficult to find in testing. 

A rule of thumb is that a system that is expected to function without faults for a certain length of time must have 

already been tested for at least that length of time. This has severe consequences for projects to write long-lived 

reliable software. 

Another common practice is for test suites to be developed during technical support escalation procedures. 

Such tests are then maintained in regression testing suites to ensure that future updates to the software don't 

repeat any of the known mistakes. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Propest Co. ltd is one of the popular company for pesticides which is expected to provide its valuable services to 

its customers efficiently. With the advent of new technology every task in modern life is being absorbed rapidly 

within the routine of human life. Such technologies are applied for various field to improve the overall system 

performance and to deepen the organization grow. 
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Propest Co. has also thought of utilizing such technology to reach its expanding customer base  and provide 

efficient service to the customer. The result one such attempt is this Product called Distribution Channel 

Management System. 

This product has been mainly designed to overcome some of the problems faced with the previous system. The 

main problem faced was unnecessary delay in information processing and expensive. 

The previous system in use was also expensive and time consuming. Suppose if the company has to promote its 

new product then it has to appoint an area wise representative to interact the product features to the client or 

dealers. This is a time taking and expensive task. 

This product is a follow-on member of the product family and it also replaces some of the tasks of the existing 

system. This system is designed to avoid ineffective and inefficient customer service which has been recognized 

as the major area of focus. 

Any updation in the product list or the price list was a hectic task.And the company could not keep track of the 

dealer list and their client list. Far off clients and dealers were difficult to reach if there were an important 

details to be passed to them. And feedback from the client was difficult to be received  by the management 

unless the management organized some survey camps and events. 

III. DISADVANTAGES 

Multiple functions at a time by customers, dealers will take more time consuming. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In order to avoid unnecessary delay and minimize the flaws that existed in the previous system a follow up 

module for the existing system has been designed called the Distribution Channel Management System which 

takes concern for the customer service and the distribution of products to the various dealers and clients. 

The main intention of the proposed and designed system is to automate the communication and distribution 

channel between the company management, dealers and the clients of the company. 

The newly designed system mainly aims at the following tasks :- 

✔ Automate the communication between the clients and the company. 

✔ Obtain feed back from the clients and dealers 

✔ Generate reports from dealers with specific requirement 

✔ Provide updated details of the  company products  

✔ Generate and report the sales data in accordance with the specific dealers and product. 

✔ Obtain workshop details. 

✔ Attain each and every query of the user. 

Additonal functions of the system are to generate the report for the management of the company to keep track 

of sales and the product distribution. 

To update the product and price of the company product. The system also gives instruction to the client and to 

the dealers if there is any change in the regulation policies and rules of the company. The system also updates 

the dealers list of the company so that the client can access the latest updations of the company. Sometimes the 

client can directly interact with the company management in procuring the products. Every query pertaining to 

the company products and the services offered by the system is being responded. 
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Mechanism:  

 

Modules: 

 Administration  

 Management  

 Employees 

 Dealers 

 Client 

 Registration 

Management 

 The company management can obtain client feedback report. 

 It can obtain dealers comment report on the workshop and the products. 

 It can also place the instructions to the dealers regarding the product launch or its promotion. 

 Clients details report. 

 Dealers details report. 

 Survey report. 

Dealers 

 As soon as the dealers enter the system , they have to log into the dealer area to avail the services from the 

company. 

 Once the dealer provides the authorization information to the system, it presents the dealer with dealers 

area called dealer workshop. 

 Dealer can access the all product details and list of the products. 

Client 

 First the client has to register himself in to the system by using the sign up form in client login area. 

 Once the system authorizes the new client then he can perform all the functions of the new user. 

Registration 

The system has a process of registration. Every User need to submit his complete details in the form of 

registration.  

quotation processing

invoice processing
Inventory Dept.

Dealer

Product 

Database

product selection
User Name - 

Password Database

 authentication

Inventory Database
inventory verification

Accounting Dept.

Dealer A/C Database

Dealer's A/C processing
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Whenever a User registration completed automatically he/she can get a user id and password.  By using that 

user id and password he/she can log into the system.  

V. CONCLUSION 

The fundamental problem in managing and maintaining the work by the administrator is hence overcome. 

Prior to this it was a bit cumbersome for maintaining the library and also keeping track of the users who were 

using it. But by developing this web-based application the administrator can enjoy the task , doing it ease and 

also by saving the  valuable time . The amount of time consumption is reduced and also the manual calculations 

are omitted ,the reports and bills can be obtained regularly and also whenever on demand by the user . The 

effective utilization of the work, by proper sharing it and by providing the accurate results. The storage facility 

will ease the job of the operator. Thus the system developed will be helpful to the administrator by easing 

his/her task. 
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